Know Your IT
The costliest mistake of any digital
transformation project is beginning the work
without knowing what you have or where
to start. Lansweeper helps 5370
Technology Solutions know your IT
environment before the work begins by
providing them with a centralized Asset
System of Record. Within
minutes of deploying Lansweeper’s agentless
software, accurate and complete data on your
environment is available in the dashboard.

Throw out the spreadsheet,
there’s a new platform in town.
Lansweeper scans your IT environment and
presents a consolidated view of everything
connected to your network in one place.
In addition to eliminating the blind spots in
your IT environment, Lansweeper helps:
Infrastructure: whether your servers are

In addition to eliminating the blind spots in
your IT environment, Lansweeper helps:

on-premises, virtualized or in a public
cloud, Lansweeper tells you what you
have and how it’s being used.

1. Boost productivity by automating recurring
tasks like record-keeping and reporting.

Devices: from desktops to printers
to mobile devices, anything that is

2. Improve security by identifying risks,
vulnerabilities and compliance concerns.
3. Reduce costs by identifying underutilized
devices and licenses and enabling reliable
budgetary planning.

Knowing the status of your IT
assets means that you can
proactively manage them to
avoid risks – and save up to 30%
of your IT budget.
Gartner

connected to your network is inventoried
in Lansweeper.
Software: from M365 to Adobe and
more, Lansweeper tells you what you
have and where it’s being used.
Users: by scanning Active Directory,
Lansweeper completes the circle of
information by connecting the dots
between devices, software and users.
What’s more, by continuously running Lansweeper,
the platform gathers performance-level data on
your infrastructure to enable multiple use cases on
your digital transformation journey.

The sky is the limit when you Know Your IT.
Whether you need to submit a GDPR compliance report, renew your Enterprise Software
Agreement, migrate workloads to the Cloud or simply batch-order toner for the copiers in your
building, Lansweeper provides the data you need to do it all with confidence.

Making data accessible.
Lansweeper captures tens of thousands of data
points on your environment and simplifies

Together, Lansweeper and 5370 Technology

the analysis by offering over 450 off-the-shelf
reports as well as enabling 5370 Technology
Solutions to quickly build custom reports
focused on your specific project.

help you accomplish whatever digital

Solutions offer data-driven, reliable expertise to
transformation project keeps you up at night.
Contact us today to learn more:

All data is easily exported with the push
of a button into a CSV file. What’s more,
Lansweeper has built integrations with
commonly used platforms such as ServiceNow
and License Dashboard to enable maximum
efficiency.
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